Who are we?

CARRIER BUSINESS GROUP
- Fixed Network
- Wireless Network
- Telecom Software
- Core Network
- Service

ENTERPRISE BUSINESS GROUP
- Enterprise Networking
- UC&C
- IT
- SecoSpace
- service

CONSUMER BUSINESS GROUP
- Devices Business
- Smart phone
- Home devices
- MBB devices
- Devices Chipset
- Devices Cloud

Serving global leading operators

Focusing on value industries

Serving hundreds of millions of consumers
What are we offering?

- A week Mandarin language & culture training at a famous university in Beijing
- Huawei Training on ICT Technologies & Solutions
- First-hand work experience at Huawei’s Shenzhen headquarters
- Discover Chinese culture and historical landmarks

Please note that Huawei will cover all your travel costs, standard meals and accommodations (flights and internal transfers in China) during the Seeds for the Future program. Finally, Huawei will not take in charge all other costs (e.g. souvenirs).

BEIJING
- Flight to Beijing
- Landing in Beijing; City tour
- Language & culture courses at Beijing Language University
- Classes in Beijing Language and Culture University

SHENZHEN
- Landing and transfer to Shenzhen
- Touristic visits
- Huawei Training Center, Huawei FI Exhibition Center, Enterprise Centre, R&D Labs
- flight back to Belgium
Who are we looking for?

- You are a Belgian or Luxembourg student?
- You are studying in ICT, engineering or other related fields at the UCL, Ugent, the ULg, Luxembourg, UAntwerp or the VUB?
- You have successfully completed your 2nd year and are currently in your 3rd year as an undergraduate?
- You have a strong interest in telecommunications and technology?
- You are fluent in English?
- You are fascinated by the development of China?

Then you are the one we are looking for!

How to apply?

Visit the Huawei Campus Tour @ VUB on 22/03/2019 Room D2.15 - 12h00 - 13h30